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A Participatory Budgeting based Truthful
Budget-Limited Incentive Mechanism for

Time-Constrained Tasks in Crowdsensing Systems
Chattu Bhargavi, Vikash Kumar Singh

Abstract—Crowdsensing, that is also known as crowd sensing
or participatory sensing, is a method of data collection that
involves gathering information from a large number of common
people (or individuals), often using mobile devices, sensors, or
other personal technologies. In this paper, the set-up with mul-
tiple task requesters and several task executors is considered in
strategic setting. Each task requester has multiple heterogeneous
tasks and the estimated budget for the tasks. In our proposed
model, the Government has the publicly known fund (or budget)
and is limited. Due to limited Government fund it may not be
possible for the platform to offer the funds to all the available
task requesters. For that purpose, in the first tier, the voting by
the city dwellers over the task requesters is carried out to decide
on the subset of task requesters receiving the Government fund.
Based on the city dwellers votes, the subset of task requesters
is selected such that the total estimated budget of the selected
task requesters is at most the Government fund. In the second
tier, each task of the task requesters has start and finish times.
Based on that, firstly, the tasks are distributed to distinct slots.
In each slot, we have multiple task executors for executing the
floated tasks. Each of the task executors report a cost (private) for
completing the floated task(s). Given the above discussed set-up,
the objectives of the second tier are: (1) to schedule each task
of the task requesters in the available slots, in a non-conflicting
manner, and (2) to select a set of executors for the available tasks
in such a way that the total incentive given to the task executors
should be at most the budget for the tasks. For the discussed
scenario, a truthful incentive based mechanism is designed that
also takes care of budget criteria. In order to have an estimate
about the number of task requesters receiving the Government’s
fund, the probabilistic analysis is done. Further, the theoretical
analysis is done and it shows that the proposed mechanism is
computationally efficient, truthful, budget feasible, and individually
rational. The simulation is carried out and efficacy of the designed
mechanism is compared with the state-of-the-art mechanisms.

Index Terms—Crowdsensing, scheduling, participatory budget-
ing, budget feasible, incentive compatible, city dwellers.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE term “crowdsourcing” was first coined in the year
2006 by Jeff Howe and Mark Robinson [1], but the roots

of this concept can be found in the past centuries, as the case
where the British government wants to have a measurement of
the ship’s longitudinal position, or developing the well known
Oxford English dictionary from the very initial stage [2]. It
is the process of gathering the required data through an open
call by utilizing the power of group of common people (or
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“crowd workers”) [3]–[6]. However, if the crowd workers are
often using some sensing devices and provide the data by
using those devices, then this will add a new dimension to
the crowdsourcing and is termed as mobile crowdsourcing (or
mobile crowdsensing or crowdsensing) [7]–[11].

Over the past years, with the increased growth of the com-
munication media and the advent of Web 2.0, it has progressed
multi-fold, as the participation of crowd workers and the
transfer of information in the crowdsourcing environment has
become easy and economical. It is identified as having a
wider range of applications such as environmental and road
condition monitoring [12]–[14], healthcare [15]–[19], natural
or man-made disaster [20]–[22] and so on.

One of the challenging aspect in mobile crowdsensing
(a.k.a crowdsensing) is to have large number of individuals,
using mobile devices, sensors, or other personal technologies
as the task executors (a.k.a executors) into the system in
strategic setting1. It gives rise to the question that: how to
have large group of individuals using mobile devices, sensors,
or other personal technologies in such systems? One plausible
solution could be to offer them some incentives (may be some
monetary benefits or some social benefits). Over the past,
several research in crowdsensing and crowdsourcing provides
the incentives to the common individuals in strategic setting
[4], [23]–[25]. In [4] the proposed mechanism aims to optimize
resource allocation and quality assurance in crowdsourcing
scenarios, where multiple tasks need to be assigned to par-
ticipating IoT devices. By utilizing combinatorial auctions,
the mechanism efficiently assign tasks while considering the
quality of data collected from IoT devices, ensuring reliable
and high-quality crowdsourced outcomes. The paper presents
experimental results demonstrating the effectiveness of the
proposed mechanism in achieving improved resource alloca-
tion and quality assurance in IoT-based crowdsourcing.

In [24], the mechanism utilizes peer evaluation to en-
sure high-quality contributions while adhering to budget con-
straints. The results obtained from simulation demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed mechanism in achieving efficient
resource allocation and incentivizing participants in IoT-based
crowdsourcing scenarios. [23] addresses the challenge of task
allocation in dynamic environments where budget arrives grad-
ually. The proposed mechanism incentivizes participants to

1By strategic it is meant that the agents can gain by misreporting their
private information. By private it is meant that it will be only known to him
and not known to others.
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Fig. 1: A Two-tiered crowdsensing framework in strategic setting

provide truthful reports and optimizes task allocation based on
the available budget. Experimental evaluations demonstrate the
effectiveness of the mechanism in achieving accurate sensing
outcomes while managing budget constraints and adapting to
changing budget availability over time. In [25], an incentive
compatible mechanism is proposed for the scenario where,
there are a single task requester with multiple tasks and
multiple task executors in strategic setting. The task requester
hold some fixed budget - an amount that will be utilize as the
payment (a.k.a incentive) of the task executors that executes
the tasks held by the task requester.

From the above discussed papers and the works discussed
in Section II-B, it can be seen that the set of tasks that
will be floated for execution purpose is decided apriori. More
formally, there exists no works in literature of crowdsourcing
(more specifically mobile crowdsensing) system where the
common people (or city dwellers) have flexibility to decide
on the type of tasks to be floated for execution purpose. Due
to this reason the crowdsensing system faces transparency
issues and also a group of dissatisfied common people (or city
dwellers). Now, the question is how to design a crowdsensing
system with more transparency and more satisfied crowd? The
solution to the above raised query is to allow the common
people to decide on the types of tasks to be floated. The
city dwellers will vote on the available tasks. Further the
votes will be processed and the set of tasks to be floated
will be decided. Once the tasks that are to be floated are
decided, after that the allocation of tasks executors to the tasks
will be carried out and their payments will be decided. The
involvement of city dwellers in decision making, makes the
proposed crowdsensing framework more transparent and more
satisfied crowd. In order to implement the above mentioned
solution, in this paper, the mobile crowdsensing framework
is studied as a two-tiered crowdsensing scenario as shown in

FIGURE 1. In the first tier, there are N task requesters and
each of them is holding multiple heterogeneous tasks that is to
be completed by executors. Each task of the task requesters has
a start and finish times. Also, each of the task requesters has an
estimate on the budget required to get executed the endowed
sensing tasks by the task executors. Now, this gives rise to the
question that: who will supply the required budget (or fund)
to the task requesters? One of the plausible solutions could
be the fund may be supplied by the Government or by some
big organizations (such as Amazon, Toyota Motor, Reliance,
TATA, etc.). However, it could be the case that the Government
may not have the sufficient funds to serve all the tasks revealed
by the task requesters in the market. If that is the case, then the
question is: which task requesters should be getting the funds
and why? In order to tackle this challenge, the Government
thought that why not to involve the city-dwellers of the city
in order to decide that the available fund of the Government
should be invested for which set of tasks and based on that the
subset of tasks will be getting the budget. The city-dwellers
give votes on the tasks which they think that are worthwhile
in their eyes. The votes of the city-dwellers are collected and
processed. Based on the votes of the city dwellers and the
available budget of the Government, the subset of tasks get
qualified for the funds.

Once it is finalized that which set of task requesters will
be receiving the funds from the Government, our next prime
objective is to schedule the tasks into distinct slots in such a
way that, all the tasks in any ith slot should be compatible
among themselves. The reason behind distributing the tasks to
different time slot is to give chance to the task executors to
participate into multiple tasks execution process. Now, in each
slot we have a budget associated with the available set of tasks.
On the opposite side of the crowdsensing market there exists
multiple task executors that reports a bid value for executing
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a particular task. Now in each slot the task executors execute
the tasks and give back the executed tasks along with the cost
to the platform. For each task, the platform selects the subset
of executors from among the available ones in such a manner
that the incentive received by the executors is at most the
budget allocated to the respective tasks. Similar procedure is
applied in each of the available slots. Designing an incentive
mechanism that takes into account the interest of common
people on deciding the type of tasks to be considered given
limited budget is non-trivial and has not been done before. It
is non-trivial in the sense that the price (or payment) that is
offered to the task executors depends on two components: (1)
the budget allocated to the tasks of the task requesters, and
(2) the bid value (that is a private information) of the task
executors. In this article, an incentive mechanism is designed
that ensures the following: (1) distribution of the Government’s
fund to the most demanding tasks of the task requesters, (2)
scheduling the tasks to the distinct slots such that in each
slot the tasks are compatible, and (3) allocation of tasks to
the task executors and deciding their payments. An incentive
based truthful mechanism in this paper is called BUdget-
Limited INcentive based mechanism for Crowdsensing system
(BULINC).

A. Our contribution

The contributions of this paper are:
1) Firstly, it is decided that among the available tasks which

of the tasks will be getting their estimated budget from
the fund raisers? For this purpose, the help from city
dwellers are taken and they provide their votes over
the tasks that they think are worthwhile. Based on the
preferences received from the city dwellers, the fund
raiser spend their available fund on the subset of tasks
from among the available tasks.

2) Secondly, the set of selected tasks are segregated to |d|
different slots based on their starting time and finishing
time. It is done to ensure that the overlapping tasks are
placed in different slots and it will be helpful to the
task executors (TEs) in executing multiple tasks during
a course of time.

3) Thirdly, from each of the available slots, for each task,
the set of executors are considered as the winners among
the available executors such that the budget invested
in the payment of the executors is within the budget
assigned to the tasks.

4) An incentive compatible mechanism called BULINC is
proposed that also take care of the budget constraint
criteria. The theoretical analysis shows that BULINC is
truthful (see Lemma 6), computationally efficient (see
Lemma 1), individually rational (see Lemma 7), and
budget feasible (see Lemma 8). Also, in order to have an
estimate about the number of task requesters receiving
the Government’s fund, the probabilistic analysis is done
(see Lemmas 2, 3, and 4).

5) The simulations are performed for the two tiers inde-
pendently to measure the performance of BULINC with
the state-of-the-art mechanisms.

B. Paper Structure

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In section
II the works related to participatory budgeting, and crowd-
sensing are presented and elaborated. Section III illustrates
the proposed system model and discuss about game-theoretic
properties. BULINC is introduced and discussed in section
IV. In section V the probabilistic analysis and the theoretical
analysis of BULINC is carried out in the order mentioned.
The simulations are done to compare BULINC with the state-
of-the-art mechanisms in section VI. The conclusion with the
future directions of the work is presented in section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, the works related to the areas of participatory
budgeting, and mobile crowdsensing are discussed one-by-one
in the given order.

A. Participatory Budgeting

As the first tier of the proposed framework is utilizing the
idea of participatory budgeting; therefore the works related
to participatory budgeting is discussed in this subsection. In
recent years, the practice of participatory budgeting has drag
the attention of policy-makers, researchers, and the scholars
from around the globe [26]–[28]. The participatory democracy
a.k.a direct democracy has imbibed lot of attention of late as
more and more big cities involving the city-dwellers directly
in policy-making [29]–[31]. In fact, there is a huge interest in
participatory democracy in general (interested reader can see
[29], [32], [33] for useful review of the relevant literature).
Now a days, all the studies and development in participatory
democracy is done under the newly coined terminology called
participatory budgeting (PB) [34]. In this, the government
have some budget with them and they asks the local residents
(or city-dwellers) to think of projects/ideas to decide how
effectively and efficiently the endowed budget could be utilized
in the development of the city. The supplied proposal from the
residents side could be placing lamp post on street, renovation
of parks, building of schools, or building a hospital. [34]
describes the utilization of PB in Brazil and also draws on the
experience of 25 municipalities in Latin America and Europe.

In [35], the author provide the evidence of how the increased
participation in the decision making has changed investment
patterns in favor of sectors such as housing, sanitation and
health, education. In [31], they have coined the question:
“when there are projects with different costs, and fixed budget,
how can the varied preferences of voters be best aggregated?”
They have investigated the current voting method in practice
i.e. “k-approval voting”, underlining its drawback and pro-
posed a novel scheme for this setting called “knapsack voting”.

B. Mobile Crowdsensing

The researchers in the field of crowdsensing (or mobile
crowdsensing) can go through the following research articles
[5], [9], [10], [44]–[51] to have an idea about the field. In
MCS, the major challenge is to drag the group of common
people (called task executors) for performing the tasks. In
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TABLE I: Summary of selected papers discussed in Subsection II-B

Papers Task requesters Task executors Tasks Budget feasible Truthful City dwellers involved Year
[4] Multiple Multiple Homogeneous ✓ ✓ × 2020
[11] Multiple Multiple Multiple homogeneous × ✓ × 2022
[23] Single Multiple Heterogeneous ✓ ✓ × 2022
[24] Multiple Multiple Heterogeneous ✓ ✓ × 2020
[36] None Multiple mobile

vehicles with devices Multiple heterogeneous ✓ ✓ × 2017
[37] None Multiple Multiple heterogeneous × ✓ × 2014
[38] Single Multiple Homogeneous ✓ ✓ × 2018
[39] Multiple Multiple Multiple task modules × × × 2019
[40] None Multiple Multiple heterogeneous × × × 2023
[41] Multiple Multiple Multiple homogeneous

and heterogeneous ✓ ✓ × 2023
[42] None Multiple Multiple heterogeneous ✓ ✓ × 2024
[43] Multiple Multiple Multiple heterogeneous/

homogeneous × ✓ × 2021
Proposed Multiple Multiple Multiple heterogeneous ✓ ✓ ✓ -

order to meet the major challenge of MCS mentioned above,
several mechanisms (or algorithms) are designed that offer
incentives to the crowd workers in return of executing or
completing the assigned tasks [4], [11], [23], [24], [37]–[39],
[52].

In [4], a quality based truthful mechanism is designed for
allocating quality task executors to each of the tasks of the
task requesters. In this, the task executors asks for bundle of
tasks and report cost against the reported bundle of tasks.
Here, both the bundle of tasks and the costs are private
information. In [11], an ascending auction based mechanism
is designed for allocating the homogeneous tasks held by
several task requesters to the quality tasks executors (in this
case IoT devices). Once allocated, the task executors complete
the allocated tasks and receive payment in return for their
completed tasks. One of the constraints that is placed on the
valuation of task executors and task requesters is that the
valuations follow decreasing marginal return policy. In [23]
the proposed framework consists of a single task requester
having single task and a budget, and several task executors.
The full budget that is required by the task requester is not
available but some part of the budget is available in the
crowdsensing market. The remaining budget of task requester
will be brought into the system in multiple cycles. For this
scenario, a truthful mechanism is designed that also take care
that the total incentives given to the task executors is within
the full budget of the task requester for the tasks. In [24],
an incentive compatible mechanism is proposed for hiring a
subset of quality tasks executors (in this case the IoT devices)
for each task. The task executors are selected in such a manner
that the total incentive provided to the task executors is within
or equal to the budget allotted to each task. In [36], two
different kinds of incentive mechanisms are proposed in IoT-
based crowdsensing for traffic surveillance or environmental
pollution monitoring systems. In [37] the sensory tasks along
with the location of the tasks are reported by the platform. In
this set-up, the smartphone users are the task executors and
execute the tasks that lie in the coverage area of respective
smartphone users. For executing the tasks in their coverage the
task executors charges some cost and is private entity. For the
discussed crowdsensing scenario, an allocation and payment

rules are determined for allocating the sensory tasks to the task
executors and for deciding the payment of the task executors.

In [38] a truthful mechanism is designed that selects the
crowd workers that maintain some threshold quality while
doing the assigned tasks. In this the quality of task executors
are variable i.e. more the task executors are executing the
tasks, the more they are becoming experienced and hence
the quality is increasing. In [52] an experience based truthful
mechanism is proposed that utilizes the idea reverse auction
for selecting the crowd worker and to decide their payment.
It is also proved that the proposed mechanism have four
properties: truthfulness, individual rationality, computational
efficiency, and profitability. In [40] a heuristic mechanism is
designed for incentivizing the task executors in the social
MCS system. The problem in MCS is solved through the
two stage mechanism that considers (1) influencing other task
executors through social connection, and (2) the quality of
the work delivered. In [41] the set-up consists of multiple
service requesters having private budgets and multiple users
carrying mobile devices in strategic setting. The efficient,
fair, and budget feasible mechanism is designed for both
homogeneous tasks and heterogeneous tasks setting. The pro-
posed mechanism satisfies several economic properties such
as truthfulness, individual rationality, budget feasibility, and
fairness. [42] studies bi-objective optimization case of mobile
crowdsensing that optimizes (1) total value function, and (2)
coverage function that have budget/cost constraint. In [39]
the focus is on performing a specific software development
task by utilizing the concept of crowdsourcing. It utilizes
the active time of crowd workers to group them together
and then allocate the respective group of crowd workers to
the multiple tasks. In [43] a double auction based truthful
incentive mechanism is designed for the time constrained tasks
in mobile crowdsensing. As the tasks are having starting and
finishing times and may overlap in time. So, first of all the
tasks are distributed to different slots in a non-overlapping
manner. Once distributed, an egalitarian approach is utilized
to allocate the tasks in a balanced manner to the task executors
and the payment made to the task executors is decided.

From the past works in crowd sensing discussed above it
can be inferred that there is no involvement of city dwellers
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(or common people) to decide on the subset of tasks to be
floated in the market for execution purpose and is carried out
in this paper.

III. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, the crowdsensing scenario discussed in
Section I is modeled using mechanism design. There are
N task requesters and M task executors. The set r =
{r1, r2, . . . , rN } represents the set of task requesters and the
set e = {e1, e2, . . . , eM} represents the set of task executors.
Each task requester ri is endowed with a set of heterogeneous
tasks and is given as ti = {ti1, ti2, . . . , tini

}. Here, tik represents
kth task of ith task requester. Each of the task requesters ri has
an estimate on the cost (or budget), that will be required for the
successful completion of the tasks held by him/her (henceforth
him) and is represented by Bi. Each task tij have a starting
time and a finishing time. The starting and finishing times of a
task tij is given as sij and f i

j respectively. Here, f i
j ≥ sij . The

set of starting time and the set of finishing time of the tasks
of the task requester ri is given as si = {si1, si2, . . . , sini

}
and f i = {f i

1, f
i
2, . . . , f

i
ni
} respectively. The starting time

vector of the tasks of all the task requesters is given as
s = {s1, s2, . . . , sN } and the finishing time vector of the tasks
of all the task requesters is given as f = {f1, f2, . . . , fN }. In
this paper, it is considered that, initially the estimated budget
Bi is not available to any of the task requesters ri and is
made available by the fund raisers (may be Government or
some big organization). As already discussed the set of city-
dwellers is given as C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cp} will provide their
votes (or preferences) on the set of task requesters whose tasks
they have identified to be worthwhile. If say the tasks of task
requester rj is preferred over the tasks of task requester rk
by the city dweller Ci then it is represented as rj ≻i rk.
The set of preference ordering of all the city dwellers is given
as ≻= {≻1,≻2, . . . ,≻p}. The gain of city-dweller i ∈ C
from the tasks of rj is denoted by µi,j . Ideally, the goal is to
select the subset of task requesters among the available task
requesters whose tasks will yield the maximum gain for the
city dwellers along with the constraint that the sum of the
budgets associated by the selected task requesters should be
at most the Government’s fund i.e. B. Mathematically,

argmax
F∈r

∑
j∈F

(
1

|C|
∑
i∈C

µi,j

)
subject to

∑
j∈F
Bj ≤ B (1)

Here, F is the set of task requesters belongs to win-
ning set and is given as F = {r1, r2, . . . , rn}, µi,j =
[Government budget spent on tasks of rj ]. The discussed
optimization problem reduces to the Knapsack problem [31]
with r is the set of task requesters to be fitted into a knapsack
of capacity B. For any task requester rj , the average utility

of the city dwellers is given as
(

1
|C|
∑
i∈C

µi,j

)
. In this it is

assumed that for any task requester rj some subset of tasks
may get the fund and not to all. It means fractional funding is
allowed in our proposed framework. So, the output of the first
tier is the set of task requesters whose tasks will be funded
by the fund raisers (may be Government).

Once the task requesters receive the funds, in the second tier
following the crowdsourcing framework, each task requester
ri submits a tuple

〈
Bi, si, f i, ti

〉
to the platform. On receiving

the tuples from the participating task requesters, firstly, for
each task requester, the set of compatible and incompatible
tasks are determined. The two tasks tij and tik are said to be
incompatible if one of the following occurs: (1) sij ≤ sik ≤
f i
k ≤ f i

j or (2) sij ≤ sik ≤ f i
j ≤ f i

k or (3) sik ≤ sij ≤ f i
k ≤ f i

j

or (4) sik ≤ sij ≤ f i
j ≤ f i

k. In order to make the tasks
compatible with each other they are distributed into |d| time
slots, such that in any particular time slot the available tasks
are compatible. It will allow the task executors to execute
multiple tasks present in different time slots. Once the tasks
of task requester ri are populated to di different time slots,
such that di ≪ d, the overall available budget Bi of the
task requester ri is distributed equally to the tasks of ri task
requester in di slots and is given as

⌊Bi

ni

⌋
. In any ℓth slot,

say, there are mℓ number of task executors and is given as
eℓ = {e1, e2, . . . , emℓ

}. Each task executor ei has a privately
held cost ci (cost he will charge for executing the subset of
tasks). In any ℓth slot, for the task tij of ri task requester, there
exist a publicly known valuation v(Aij) for subset of task
executors Aij ⊆ eℓ. It represents the social welfare acquired
from Aij . It is assumed that v(ϕ) = 0 and v(Aij) ≤ v(Fij)
for any Aij ⊆ Fij ⊆ eℓ. In this set-up it is assumed that the
valuation function is submodular. By submodular function it
is meant that:

v(Aij) + v(Fij) ≥ v(Aij ∩ Fij) + v(Aij ∪ Fij)

for any Aij ,Fij ⊆ eℓ. As the participating task executors
are strategic, so any ith task executor may report his private
cost as ĉi instead of ci such that ĉi ̸= ci so as to maximize
his utility. The cost vector of the task executors is given as
c = {c1, c2, . . . , cM}. The utility of any task executor ei is
given as

ui =

{
pi − ci, if ei wins
0, otherwise

(2)

where, pi is the payment made to ei task executor. For the
scenario of second tier, in each slot j, for each task tij of any
task requester ri, the prime goal is to have a bunch of task
executors that will help in maximizing the social welfare i.e
v(Aij) with the constraint that

∑
h∈Aij

ch ≤
⌊Bi

ni

⌋
. For all the

tasks of the ith task requester we have,

max
Aij⊆eℓ

ni∑
j=1

v(Aij) subject to

ni∑
j=1

∑
h∈Aij

ch ≤
⌊
Bi
ni

⌋
(3)

A. Desirable Properties

In this paper, BULINC satisfies the following properties:
Definition 1 (Truthfulness (or incentive compatibility)

[53]): BULINC is truthful (or incentive compatible), if the
participating task executors get maximum utility by reporting
their private information in truthful manner. More formally,
for any task executor ei we have ui = pi− ci ≥ ûi = pi− ĉi,
where ĉi ̸= ci.
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TABLE II: Notations used

Symbols Descriptions
r r = {r1, r2, . . . , rN }: Set of task requesters.
e e = {e1, e2, . . . , eM}: Set of task executors.
ri ith task requester.
eℓ eℓ = {e1, e2, . . . , emℓ}: Set of task executors in any ℓth slot.
ei ith task executor.
ti ti = {ti1, ti2, . . . , tini

}: Set of heterogeneous tasks.
tik kth task of ith task requester.
Bi Estimated budget of task requester ri.
B Available budget.
si si = {si1, si2, . . . , sini

}: Set of starting times for the tasks of ri task requester.
f i f i = {f i

1, f
i
2, . . . , f

i
ni

}: Set of finishing times for the tasks of ri task requester.
s s = {s1, s2, . . . , sN }: Starting time vectors for the tasks of all the task requesters.
f f = {f1, f2, . . . , fN }: Finishing time vectors for the tasks of all the task requesters.
C C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cp}: Set of city-dwellers.
≻ ≻= {≻1,≻2, . . . ,≻p}: Set of preference ordering of all the city dwellers.

µi,j The gain of city-dweller i ∈ C from the tasks of rj .
F F = {r1, r2, . . . , rn}: Set of task requesters belongs to winning set.

v(Aij) Publicly known valuation for subset of task executors Aij ⊆ eℓ.
ci Cost of ith task executor.
c c = {c1, c2, . . . , cM}: Cost vector of the task executors.
ui Utility of ith task executor.
pi Payment of ith task executor.

Definition 2 (Individual rationality [53]): BULINC is indi-
vidual rational, if the participating task executors are having
zero or some positive utility. In other words, ui = pi− ci ≥ 0
for any ith task executor.

Definition 3 (Budget feasibility [53]): BULINC is budget
feasible, if the payment received by the winning task executors
is at most the available budget. More formally,

∑
h∈Aij

ch ≤⌊Bi

ni

⌋
.

Definition 4 (Computational efficiency): BULINC is com-
putationally efficient, if the budget distribution by the fund
raiser, allocation of jobs in a non-overlapping manner, and the
allocation and payment determination of the task executors
can be done in polynomial time.

IV. BUDGET-LIMITED INCENTIVE BASED MECHANISM
FOR CROWDSENSING SYSTEM (BULINC)

In this section, BULINC is discussed and presented. BU-
LINC consists of: (1) Budget distribution mechanism, (2)
Compatible tasks distribution mechanism, and (3) Allocation
and pricing rule.

A. BUDGET DISTRIBUTION MECHANISM

It helps to decide on which of the task requesters should be
allocated the Government fund? The idea of Budget Distri-
bution Mechanism is in parallel to knapsack voting [30], [31]
and is presented in Algorithm 1. The inputs to Algorithm 1
are the task requesters, the city dwellers, and budget. In line
1 of Algorithm 1 the set that will contain the winning task
requesters F is set to ϕ. Lines 2-5 generate the preference
ordering (or votes) of the city dwellers over the task requesters.
The preference ordering of each of the city dwellers Ci is held
in ≻i in line 3. In line 4 the set ≻ holds the vote of all the
city dwellers over the task requesters. Line 6 sorts the task
requesters in ascending order based on the votes received from
the city dwellers. From the ordering obtained after sorting,

every time ri task requester is taken and checked whether
the budget required by any task requester ri is less than the
available Government’s budget or not.

Algorithm 1 BUDGET DISTRIBUTION MECHANISM (r, C,
B)

1: F← ϕ, ≻← ϕ
2: for each Ci ∈ C do
3: ≻i ← GeneratePref (r) {GeneratePref (r) generates the

preference of each city dweller Ci over subset of task
requesters.}

4: ≻ ← ≻ ∪ ≻i

5: end for
6: r̂ ← Sort (r, ≻) {Sort task requesters in ascending order

of votes received from city dwellers.}
7: for each ri ∈ r̂ do
8: if Bi ≤ B then
9: F← F∪{ri} {F holds the set of task requesters that

receives Government fund.}
10: B ← B − Bi
11: end if
12: end for
13: return F

If the budget criteria mentioned in line 8 of Algorithm 1 is
satisfied then in that case the task requester ri is included in
the winning set in line 9. In line 10 the budget Bi allocated to
task requester ri is deducted from the overall available budget.
The process in lines 7-12 iterates till all the task requesters
present in the ordering are accessed. Finally in line 13 the
winning set F is returned as the selected set of task requesters.

1) Illustration of Budget Distribution Mechanism with an
Example: In this subsection, let us consider an example to
understand Algorithm 1. Suppose, we have a set of 10 city
dwellers C = {C1,C2, . . . ,C10} and set of 5 task requesters
r = {r1, r2, . . . , r5} along with set of heterogeneous tasks t
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Task Requesters Tasks Start Time Finish Time
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(a) Task requesters along with tasks and their start and finish
times
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2
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(b) Tasks sorted in increasing order of start time and
distribution of tasks in compatible slots

Fig. 2: Illustration of compatible tasks distribution mechanism

= {t1, t2, . . . , t5}. The Government’s budget is taken as B =
100$. Let us say the budget requirement for r1 is B1 = 10$, for
r2 is B2 = 20$, for r3 is B3 = 30$, for r4 is B4 = 40$, for r5
is B5 = 50$. Now, the set of city dwellers that are present in C
are giving the votes over the subset of task requesters present
in set r such that the sum of the budget requirements of the
tasks requesters in the preference ordering of city dwellers is
within the Government budget B = 100$.

Say, a city dweller C1 gives preference as r4 ≻1 r5 ≻1 r1,
C2 gives preference as r5 ≻2 r2 ≻2 r3, C3 gives preference
as r2 ≻3 r5 ≻3 r1, C4 gives preference as r3 ≻4 r2 ≻4

r1 ≻4 r4, C5 gives preference as r1 ≻5 r3 ≻5 r5, C6

gives preference as r5 ≻6 r2 ≻6 r3, C7 gives preference as
r5 ≻7 r4 ≻7 r1 and similarly C8, C9, C10 give preferences
as r5 ≻8 r3 ≻8 r2, r3 ≻9 r5 ≻9 r2, and r2 ≻10 r5 ≻10 r3
respectively. Following line 6 of Algorithm 1 the task re-
questers are sorted in descending order of the number of votes
received (the task requesters appearing at the first position in
the preference ordering of the city dwellers.) i.e. r5= 4 votes,
r2= 2 votes, r3= 2 votes, r4= 1 vote, r1= 1 vote. From the
sorted ordering, firstly the task requester r5 is picked up and a
check is made that 50$ ≤ 100$, as the condition is true so r5 is
placed in F i.e. F = {r5}. Now the remaining Government’s
budget is 50$. In the next iteration, r2 is picked up from
the sorted ordering and a check is made that 20$ ≤ 50$, as
the condition is true so r2 is placed in F i.e. F = {r5, r2}.
Now, the remaining Government budget B = 30$. In similar
manner in the next iteration r3 is picked up and placed in
F i.e. F = {r5, r2, r3}. The remaining Government budget
B = 0$. Hence, the for loop in lines 7-12 of Algorithm 1
terminates. Using line 13 of Algorithm 1, F = {r5, r2, r3} is
returned.

B. COMPATIBLE TASKS DISTRIBUTION MECHANISM

In this section, motivated by interval partitioning algorithm
[54] a mechanism is proposed.

Algorithm 2 COMPATIBLE TASKS DISTRIBUTION MECHA-
NISM (F, s)

1: for each ri ∈ F do
2: t′ ← t′ ∪ ti {Tasks of each task requester are held in

t′.}
3: end for
4: t̂ ← Sort (t′, s) {Sort tasks in ascending order of start

time.}
5: ℓ← 1 {Initialized to single slot.}
6: for each tij ∈ t̂ do
7: if tij is compatible with all the tasks in the available

slots ℓ then
8: Place tij in ℓ
9: else

10: ℓ← ℓ+ 1 {Number of slots incremented by 1.}
11: Place task tij to ℓth slot
12: end if
13: end for
14: return ℓ

It will take care of distribution of tasks to some fixed
number of time slots such that no two incompatible tasks will
be holding the same slot. The detailing of compatible tasks
distribution mechanism is presented in Algorithm 2. The inputs
to Algorithm 2 are the task requesters captured in the winning
set by Algorithm 1, and the start time vectors of the tasks of
all the task requesters. In lines 1-3 for loop iterates over the
set F and the set of tasks of each task requester is held in t′.
In line 4 of Algorithm 2, the tasks are ordered in increasing
order in terms of their start time. The variable ℓ keeping track
of slot number and is initialized to 1. The for loop in lines 6-
13 of Algorithm 2 the tasks in set t̂ is scheduled in the most
suitable slot among the available slots. Finally, in line 14 a
slot ℓ is returned.

1) Illustration of Compatible Tasks Distribution Mechanism
with an Example: The presented example illustrates the work-
ing of Algorithm 2. The input to Algorithm 2 is the set of task
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requesters F = {r5, r2, r3} and the start time vectors of the
tasks of the task requesters r5, r2, r3 depicted in FIGURE
2a. Here, task requester r5 has t51, t

5
2, t

5
3 tasks. Similarly the

other two task requesters i.e. r2 and r3 are having the set of
tasks t21, t

2
2, and t31, t

3
2, t

3
3, t

3
4 respectively. Following lines 1-3

of Algorithm 2 in our running example we get t′ = {t51, t52, t53,
t21, t

2
2, t31, t

3
2, t

3
3, t

3
4}. Following line 4 of Algorithm 2 the tasks

in t′ are sorted in increasing ordering of starting time, so we
get t̂ = {t31, t51, t33, t21, t22, t32, t34, t52, t53}. Following lines 6-13
of Algorithm 2 the task t31 is selected from the ordering in
set t̂ and is placed in first slot i.e. ℓ = 1. After that from the
ordering task t51 is picked up from the sorted ordering and as
task t51 is not compatible with task t31 present in slot 1, so
task t51 is placed in slot 2 i.e. ℓ = 2. Next, task t33 is picked
up and as task t33 is not compatible with t31 and t51, so it is
placed in slot 3 i.e. ℓ = 3. After that task t21 is selected from
the ordering in set t̂ and is placed in first slot. Next, tasks
t22 and t32 are compatible with the tasks in slot 3 and slot 2
respectively. So, tasks t22 and t32 are placed in slot 3 and slot
2 respectively. The task t34 is compatible with the tasks in slot
3, so it is placed in slot 3. Finally, tasks t52 and t53 are placed
in slots 2 and 1 respectively. The tasks distribution to various
slots is represented in FIGURE 2b.

C. ALLOCATION AND PRICING RULE

The subroutine of BULINC for allocating tasks to the task
executors and their payment is motivated by [55]. The inputs to
Algorithm 3 are the task requesters in winning set returned by
Algorithm 1, the task executors, the number of slots returned
by Algorithm 2, costs the task executors, and budget. In line 1,
the variable k is initialized to 1, and setW and p are initialized
to ϕ. Using lines 2-28, in each of the ℓth slot, for each task
of the task requesters the task executors are allocated and
their payment is decided. For each task tij ∈ ti, in line 5 the
available task executors are held in ê once the task executors
are ordered in ascending order of bid value.

In lines 6-13 of Algorithm 2, each time the task executor
ef is considered as a winner only when the selection criteria
mentioned in line 7 is satisfied. After that the number of
selected task executors i.e. k is increased. In the set Wi

j the
winning task executors are pushed in for each task tij . In line
15Wi,i

j is set to ϕ. For the winning task executors determined
above, the payment calculation is carried out in lines 16-19 of
Algorithm 2. In line 20, the winners (task executors) for all the
tasks in ti is held inWi. The payment of all the task executors
for all the tasks in ti is stored in line 21 in pi data structure.
The winners for all the tasks of ℓth slot is held in Wℓ using
line 24. In line 25,W holds the winners for the available tasks
in the distinct slots. pℓ captures the task executors (as winners)
in line 26. In line 27, the payment vector of the task executors
(as winners) for the tasks in all the available slots is held in
p. The sets Wℓ and pℓ are set to ϕ in line 28. Finally in line
30, Wℓ and pℓ are returned.

Algorithm 3 ALLOCATION AND PRICING RULE (F, e, ℓ, c,
B)

1: k ← 1, W ← ϕ, p← ϕ.
2: for each slot ℓ do
3: for each task requester ri ∈ F do
4: for each task tij ∈ ti do
5: ê ← Sort (eℓ, c) {Sort eℓ in increasing order of

their cost and store it in ê.}
6: for each ef ∈ ê do
7: if cf ≤ ⌊Bi/ni⌋

k then
8: Wi,f

j ← Wi,f
j ∪ {ef} {Holds the winning

task executors for each task tij .}
9: k ← k + 1

10: else
11: break;
12: end if
13: end for
14: Wi

j ← Wi
j ∪ W

i,f
j

15: Wi,f
j ← ϕ

16: for each ei ∈ Wi
j do

17: pi ← min

{
⌊Bi/ni⌋

k , ck+1

}
18: pij ← pij ∪ pi
19: end for
20: Wi ←Wi ∪Wi

j

21: pi ← pi ∪ pij {Holds the payment of all winning
task executors for all the tasks in ti.}

22: end for
23: end for
24: Wℓ ← Wℓ ∪ Wi

25: W ← W ∪ Wℓ {Holds the winning task executors for
all tasks in all the available slots.}

26: pℓ ← pℓ ∪ pi

27: p← p ∪ pℓ

28: Wℓ ← ϕ, pℓ ← ϕ
29: end for
30: return W , p

D. Illustration of Allocation and Pricing Rule with an Exam-
ple

The presented example illustrates the working of Algorithm
3. For understanding purpose let us fix a slot, say slot 1,
and task t31 of task requester r3 ∈ F. Following line 5 of
Algorithm 3 the task executors present in slot 1 is given as e1

= {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10} is sorted in increasing
order of their cost. The cost vector of the participating task
executors of slot 1 is c = {3, 2, 9, 4, 3, 5, 3, 9, 10, 10}.
The sorted ordering of the task executors is given as ê =
{e2, e5, e7, e1, e4, e6, e3, e8, e9, e10}. Following lines 6-13
of Algorithm 3, the task executor e2 is picked-up and a check
is made that 2 ≤ ⌊30/4⌋

1 = 2 ≤ 7.5. So, the stopping condition
is true and W3,2

1 = {e2}. Now, the k value for next iteration
will be incremented by 1 and it will be k = 2. In the next
iteration the check for e5 is done that whether 3 ≤ ⌊30/4⌋

2

= 3 ≤ 3.75. So, the stopping condition is true and W3,5
1 =

{e5}. Now, the k value for next iteration will be incremented
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by 1 and it will be k = 3. In the next iteration e7 is picked
up from the sorted ordering and a check is made 3 ≤ ⌊30/4⌋

3
= 3 ≤ 2.5. The stopping condition is not satisfied and no
further task executors will be hired for task t31. So,W3

1 = {e2,
e5}. W3,2

1 = W3,5
1 = ϕ. Using lines 16-19 the payment of

e2 and e5 is calculated. The payment p2 = min

{
⌊30/4⌋

2 , 3

}
= min

{
⌊7.5⌋
2 , 3

}
= min

{
3.75, 3

}
= 3. The payment p5 =

min

{
⌊30/4⌋

2 , 3

}
= min

{
⌊7.5⌋
2 , 3

}
= min

{
3.75, 3

}
= 3. The

total payment made is 3+3=6 ≤ 7.5. In a similar manner, the
task executors for other tasks of r2, r3, and r5 task requesters
will be decided and are given as W5

1 = {e1, e2, e6, e8}, W3
3

= {e4, e1, e7}, W2
1 = {e9, e3}, W2

2 = {e10, e8}, W3
2 = {e1,

e5, e4}, W3
4 = {e7, e3}, W5

2 = {e8, e6, e3, e1,e4}, W5
3

= {e10, e8, e6}. The payment of the winners are p51 ={4.15,
4.15, 4.15,4.15}, p33={2, 2, 2}, p21={5, 5}, p22={5, 5}, p32={2.5,
2.5, 2.5}, p34={3, 3}, p52={3, 3, 3, 3, 3}, p53={5, 5, 5}.

V. ANALYSIS OF BULINC

The theoretical analysis followed by the probabilistic anal-
ysis of BULINC is done in this section. Lemma 1 shows that
BULINC is computationally efficient. It means that BULINC
runs in poly time. In Lemma 2 it is estimated that how many
task requesters among the available ones are receiving the
Government fund and is given as N

λ . Here, N as mentioned
in Section III is the number of task requesters, and 1

λ is the
probability that any ith task requester receives the Government
fund. The probability that at least 3N

λ task requesters are
getting fund for their tasks from the Government is at most
1
3 and is shown in Lemma 3. In Lemma 4 it is shown that
the probability that the Government’s fund is received by at
least one of the task requesters is given as 1 − 1

eN⌈lnN⌉ . On
an average, the number of tasks placed in any jth slot by
BULINC is given as

∑Nni
i=1

|d| and is proved in Lemma 5. Lemma
6 shows that BULINC is truthful. From the definition of
truthfulness given in Section III it means that the participating
task executors can maximize their utility by reporting their
private information in truthful manner and not by misreporting
it. In Lemma 7 it is shown that BULINC is individually
rational. It means that the participating task executors will have
zero or positive utility in case of BULINC. Lemma 8 shows
that BULINC is budget feasible. It means that the payment
received by the task executors in case of BULINC is at most
the available budget.

Lemma 1: BULINC is computationally efficient.
Proof 1: In order to show that BULINC is computationally

efficient, it is sufficient to show that Algorithm 1, Algorithm
2, and Algorithm 3 are computationally efficient. The time
taken by Algorithm 1 is O(N lgN ). O((

∑N
i=1 ni)

2) is the
computation time of Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 is bounded
above by O(ℓ(n(nimℓ + ni|Wj

i |))). If ni, mℓ, and |Wj
i | is a

function of n, then the computation time of Algorithm 3 will
be O(n3).

As the Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, and Algorithm 3 are
computationally efficient, so as the BULINC.

Lemma 2: The expected number of task requesters receiving
funds for their tasks from the Government is given as N

λ . More
formally, E[Z∗] = N

λ .
Proof 2: The proof determines that in expectation how

many task requesters out of N task requesters are getting
funds for their tasks from the Government? The total number
of task requesters receiving funds from the Government is
determined using the random variable Z∗. So, the number
of task requesters receiving funds from the Government is
given as E[Z∗]. In our setting, the sample space for any
task requester ri is given as S = {ri receives fund from the
Government, ri does not receive fund from the Government},
with Pr{ri receives fund from the Government } = 1

λ , and
Pr{ri does not receives fund from the Government} = 1− 1

λ .
The random variable Z∗

i is given as: Z∗
i = I{ri receives

fund from the Government}. So, Z∗
i will be 1 if ri gets fund

from the Government, otherwise it will be 0. The expected
number of times a task requester ri receiving the funds from
the Government for their tasks is just equal to E[Z∗

i ].

E[Z∗
i ] = E[I{ri receives fund from the Government}]

From the definition of indicator random variable [56], we have

E[Z∗
i ] = 1 · Pr{Z∗

i = 1}+ 0 · Pr{Z∗
i = 0}

= 1 · 1
λ
+ 0 ·

(
1− 1

λ

)
= 1 · 1

λ

=
1

λ
(4)

The number of task requesters receiving funds for their tasks
from the Government is given as:

Z∗ =

N∑
i=1

Z∗
i (5)

After taking expectation both side of equation 5 we get

E[Z∗] = E

[ N∑
i=1

Z∗
i

]
From linearity of expectation, we get

E[Z∗] =

N∑
i=1

E[Z∗
i ] (6)

Put the calculated value of E[Z∗
i ] from equation 4 to equation

6, we get

E[Z∗] =

N∑
i=1

1

λ

=
1

λ

N∑
i=1

1

=
1

λ
· N

=
N
λ
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Hence proved.
Observation 1: If the probability of receiving the funds from

the Government for ri task requester is 1
5 i.e. λ = 5 then one-

fifth of the total available task requesters will be getting the
Government fund. On the other hand, if the probability of
receiving the fund from the Government for ri task requester
is 1

2 i.e. λ = 2 then half of the total available task requesters
will be receiving the funds from the Government. It means
that higher the probability that a task requester ri receives a
fund from the Government, higher will be the number of task
requesters receiving the funds from the Government.

Lemma 3: In BULINC, we have

Pr

{
Z∗ ≥ 3N

λ

}
≤ 1

3

Proof 3: From lemma 2, we have already defined Z∗ as
the total number of task requesters receiving funds from the
Government for their tasks. It is given as I = {Number of task
requesters receives fund from the Government}

I =

{
1, if Z∗ ≥ 3N

λ

0, otherwise
(7)

From equation 7, it can be written as

Z∗ ≥ 3N
λ

Z∗(
3N
λ

) ≥ 1

Z∗(
3N
λ

) ≥ I (8)

Taking expectation both side of equation 8, we get

E

[
Z∗(
3N
λ

)] ≥ E[I]

or
E[I] ≤ E

[
Z∗(
3N
λ

)]
=

λ

3N
· E[Z∗]

E[I] ≤ λ

3N
· E[Z∗]

Pr

{
Z∗ ≥ 3N

λ

}
· 1 ≤ λ

3N
· E[Z∗] (9)

Substituting the value of E[Z∗] from Lemma 2 in equation 9
above, we get

Pr

{
Z∗ ≥ 3N

λ

}
· 1 ≤ λ

3N
· N
λ

(10)

we can rewrite equation 10 as:

Pr

{
Z∗ ≥ 3N

λ

}
≤ 1

3

Hence proved

Lemma 4: The probability that the Government’s fund is
received by at least one of the task requesters is bounded above
by 1− 1

eN⌈lnN⌉ .
Proof 4: In this lemma, the objective is to determine that

what is the probability that at least one task requester among
the available ones will receive the Government fund? In order
to complete the proof, the result obtained in Lemma 2 will be
quite handy. Distributing the Government’s fund to any ri task
requester is independent of distributing the funds to other task
requesters in the set r. The probability that ri task requester
has not received any fund from the Government is given as:

Pr{Z∗ < 1} =
(
1− 1

λ

)
×
(
1− 1

λ

)
× . . . N times

=

(
1− 1

λ

)N

(11)

The inequality 1 +N ≤ eN gives us:

Pr{Z∗ < 1} ≤ e−N· 1λ

=
1

e

(
N
λ

) (12)

From equation 12, the probability that the Government’s fund
is received by at least one of the task requesters is given as:

Pr{Z∗ ≥ 1} ≤ 1− 1

e

(
N
λ

) (13)

Now, considering the value of λ = ⌈lnN⌉ and substituting it
in equation 13, we get

Pr{Z∗ ≥ 1} ≤ 1− 1

eN⌈lnN⌉

Hence proved.
Corollary 1: Let us say the number of available task

requester is N = 100, then we get

Pr{Z∗ ≥ 1} ≤ 1− 1

e100⌈ln 100⌉

= 1− 1

0.2172

= 0.783

So, it can be seen from above calculation that the probability
that the Government’s fund is received by at least one of the
task requesters out of 100 task requesters is very high.

Lemma 5: In expectation the number of tasks placed in any

dj slot is given as

N∑
i=1

ni

|d| , where ni is the number of tasks
held by ri task requester and |d| is the number of slots. More
formally,

E[Y ] =

( N∑
i=1

ni

|d|

)
where, the indicator random variable Y holds the total number
of tasks allocated to any slot dj .

Proof 5: It can be proved by considering the event of
scheduling of tasks to |d| slots as balls and bins problem [56].
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When the tasks are scheduled to |d| different slots it can be
thought of as tossing a ball (in our case scheduling a task)
randomly to a bin (in our case a slot). From the construction
of Algorithm 2, placing a task to any slot dj is independent of
placing some other tasks to the slots. As the event of placing
a task to any slot dj ∈ d is independent and any slot out of |d|
slots has equal probability to be chosen. So, the probability that
the task is placed in dj slot is 1

|d| . The probability
(
1 − 1

|d|
)

is a task will not be placed in dj slot. From the definition
of random variable, the expected value of indicator random
variable is said to be equal to the probability of placing a task
tik to any jth slot and is given as:

E[Y j
k ] = 1 ·

(
1

|d|

)
+ 0 ·

(
1− 1

|d|

)

= 1 ·
(

1

|d|

)
=

1

|d|
(14)

Yj captures the number of tasks out of ni tasks allocated to
any dj slot. Further considering the random variable Yj , we
get

Yj =

ni∑
k=1

Y j
k (15)

Take expectation on both side of equation 15, we get

E[Yj ] = E

[ ni∑
k=1

Y j
k

]
(16)

Linearity of expectation gives,

E[Yj ] =

ni∑
k=1

E[Y j
k ] (17)

Substituting the value of E[Y j
k ] from equation 14 to equation

17, we get

E[Yj ] =

ni∑
k=1

1

|d|

=
ni

|d|
(18)

In our case, we are interested in the random variable Y and
is given as:

Y =

N∑
i=1

Yj (19)

Taking expectation both side of equation 19, we get

E[Y ] = E
[ N∑
i=1

Yj

]
(20)

By linearity of expectation, we get

E[Y ] =

N∑
i=1

E[Yj ] (21)

Substituting the value of E[Yj ] from equation 18 to equation
21, we get

E[Y ] =

(∑N
i=1 ni

|d|

)
Hence proved.

Lemma 6: BULINC is truthful.
Proof 6: To prove that BULINC is truthful, it is sufficient

to prove that budget distribution mechanism (Algorithm 1)
and allocation and payment rule (Algorithm 3) are truthful. It
is due to the reason that budget distribution mechanism has
private votes and allocation and payment rule has private bid
values.

In order to prove that budget distribution mechanism is
truthful, we have to show that by misreporting the votes
the city dwellers will not gain. If any city dweller misreport
his/her (henceforth her) votes (or preference ordering) then it
is obvious that the Government funds will be shifted from the
tasks that you want to be funded to the tasks that you do not
want to be funded. It means that the tasks preferred by her will
get less funds or may not get any funds and that will lead to
lower utility value than the case when she is reporting her true
votes. So, the best way for the city dwellers to maximize utility
in budget distribution mechanism is to report truthfully their
votes. Hence, the budget distribution mechanism is truthful.

In allocation and payment rule (Algorithm 3) let us fix a
task executor ei and slot di. Let us say the task executor ei
was in the winning set when reporting truthfully. Now, let us
say that ei reports the cost ĉi such that ĉi < ci. In this case,
the task executor ei will still win as it will appear early in
the sorted ordering of task executors. The utility of ei will be
ûi = pi − ci = ui. On the other hand, if the task executor
ei reports the cost ĉi such that ĉi > ci. In such case, the
two situations can happen. One situation could be that due to
increase in reported cost the task executors may no longer
belong to the wining set and is a loser. In such case, the
utility of task executor ei will be ûi = 0. Another situation
could be that with the increase in cost the task executor ei
can still belong to the winning set then her utility will be
ûi = pi − ci = ui. So, in both the situation the task executor
ei has not been benefited by misreporting her valuation. Hence
Algorithm 3 is truthful.

From the above discussion it can be inferred that Algorithm
1 and Algorithm 3 are truthful and so as the BULINC.

Lemma 7: BULINC is individually rational.
Proof 7: To prove that BULINC is individually rational it is

to be shown that allocation and payment rule of BULINC is
individually rational. Let us fix a task executor ei and the slot
di. For each of the task executors ei the check in line 7 of
Algorithm 3 guarantees that one of the component of payment
rule i.e. ⌊Bi/ni⌋

k is always less than or equal to the cost of the
task executor ei. Talking about the other component of the
payment rule i.e. ck+1 it is always greater than or equal to ci
∀i = 1, 2, . . . , k. As it is clear that the the reported bid value
is always less than or equal to the payment pi of task executor
ei. So, the utility ui of task executor ei is always non-negative
i.e. ui ≥ 0. Hence, BULINC is individually rational.
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Lemma 8: BULINC is budget feasible.
Proof 8: To prove that BULINC is budget feasible it is

to be shown that allocation and payment rule of BULINC is
budget feasible. Let us fix a task executor ei, the task tij of
task requester ri, and the slot di. From the construction of
BULINC it can be seen that the maximum payment that any
winning task executor ei receives is ⌊Bi/ni⌋

k , where k is the
largest index in the sorted ordering of the task executors that
satisfies the stopping criteria ck ≤ ⌊Bi/ni⌋

k . For any task tij of
task requester ri in any slot di, we have

pij =
∑

ei∈Wi
j

pi ≤
∑

ei∈Wi
j

⌊Bi/ni⌋
k

=
⌊Bi/ni⌋

k
· k = ⌊Bi/ni⌋

So, the total payment made to the task executors as winners
for the task tij of the task requester ri in any di slot is at most
the budget i.e. ⌊Bi/ni⌋

k . As it is true for one task of ith task
requester, in similar manner it will be true for all the tasks of
ith task requester and for all the tasks of other task requesters.
Hence, BULINC is budget feasible.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

To support the theoretical analysis carried out in section
V above, in this section the simulations are carried out
independently for both the tiers of the proposed framework.
First tier estimates on the number of task requesters receiving
the Government fund (GF) from among the available ones
is made. For this purpose, the simulation is carried out that
shows the task requesters (TRs) getting the Government fund
using BULINC for both, the synthetic data and the real time
participatory democracy data (RTPDD) [57].

In the second tier, BULINC is compared with the bench-
mark mechanisms, namely greedy mechanism (GM) [], Jalaly
et. al [58], and Chen et. al [59] in terms of truthfulness,
budget feasibility, and scalability. The greedy mechanism is
written as ‘GM’ in the simulations. For truthfulness and budget
feasibility, BULINC is compared with GM, Jalaly et. al [58],
and Chen et. al [59] on the metrics sum of utility of TEs and
budget utilized respectively. The metric namely, sum of utility
of TEs help us to show that in case of BULINC, Jalaly et. al
[58], and Chen et. al [59] the participating TEs are not able to
gain by misreporting their true bid value. The metric budget
utilized will help us to show that the payment received by the
winning TEs is at most the budget and hence the mechanisms
are budget feasible. Further, through simulation it is shown
that BULINC and the benchmark mechanism are scalable.
For scalability the running time of each of the mechanisms
is determined and plotted. The unit of valuation of the task
executors is taken as $.

A. Simulation Set-up

In this section, the simulation set-up utilized in this paper
for the two independent tiers are discussed separately.

TABLE III: Synthetic participatory democracy data

SI. No. Pr{Z∗
i = 1} No. of TRs

1 0.20 5, 10, 15, 20, 25
2 0.33 5, 10, 15, 20, 25
3 0.50 5, 10, 15, 20, 25
4 0.75 5, 10, 15, 20, 25
5 0.92 5, 10, 15, 20, 25

• Simulation set-up for tier 1 - For the simulation purpose
we have utilized the synthetic participatory democracy
data (SPDD) and the real time participatory democracy
data (RTPDD) as shown in TABLE III, and TABLES
IV and V respectively. As a synthetic data, TABLE III
represents two attributes, namely, the probability that any
ith task requester receives the Government fund and the
number of available task requesters. The simulation is
performed for 5 different probability values. For compar-
ison purpose, the available number of task requesters is
kept same for 5 different probability values. The real-
time participatory data is presented in TABLES IV and
V. TABLES IV depicts the number of TRs competing in
each category (or types of task) for the Government fund.
Once the number of competing TRs in each category is
determined, then TABLE V represents the data that we
are interested in for the simulation purpose.

TABLE IV: Number of TRs in each category in real-time
participatory democracy data

SI. No. Category No. of TRs
1 Arts, Culture, and Community 131
2 Education 352
3 Park, Health, and Environment 281
4 Street, Sidewalk, and Safety 60
5 Housing 205

TABLE V: Real-time participatory democracy data

SI. No. Pr{Z∗
i = 1} No. of TRs

1 0.20 60, 131, 205, 281, 352
2 0.33 60, 131, 205, 281, 352
3 0.50 60, 131, 205, 281, 352
4 0.75 60, 131, 205, 281, 352
5 0.92 60, 131, 205, 281, 352

• Simulation set-up for tier 2 - For the simulation purpose
the data sets given in TABLES VI and VII for random dis-
tribution (RD) and normal distribution (ND) respectively
are utilized. The tables show the slot number, number of
TEs, bid range, and budget. The budget value mentioned
in each row of the tables is the total budget available in
respective slots. For RD the bid range is considered in
the range 10 to 25. In case of normal distribution the
mean (µ) and the standard deviation (σ) values for the
bid range are taken as 17 and 5 and is given in TABLE
VII. Each mechanism executes for 10 times on the RD
and ND data depicted in TABLES VI and VII. After that
an average is taken over 10 rounds and the graphs are
plotted. The unit of cost and budget is taken as $. For
comparing BULINC with GM, Chen et. al, and Jalaly et.
al on the truthfulness property it is considered that the
subset of TEs are increasing their valuation by 30% of
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i = 1} = 0.20
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(b) Pr{Z∗
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(c) Pr{Z∗
i = 1} = 0.50
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Fig. 3: Comparison of expected number of TRs receive the Government fund based on SPDD
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Fig. 4: Comparison of expected number of TRs receive the Government fund based on RTPDD [57]

their true value in case of GM and is given as MGM in
the simulation figures.

TABLE VI: Data set used in tier 2 for RD case

Slot No. No. of TEs Bid range Budget
1 50 [10, 25] 134
2 45 [10, 25] 98
3 60 [10, 25] 153
4 58 [10, 25] 138

TABLE VII: Data set used in tier 2 for ND case

Slot No. No. of TEs Bid range Budget
1 50 [17, 5] 120
2 45 [17, 5] 98
3 60 [17, 5] 141
4 58 [17, 5] 125

B. Result Analysis

Firstly, the result analysis of tier 1 is carried out, after that
the result analysis of tier 2 is done on the basis of parameters
mentioned in Section VI above. For tier 1, FIGURES 3 and 4
represent the estimate on the number of task requesters getting
the Government funds among the available task requesters.
The simulation is carried out on both SPDD and RTPDD.
In FIGURES 3 and 4, the x-axis of the graphs represent
the total number of task requesters and y-axis of the graphs
represent the expected number of task requesters receiving
the Government fund. It can be seen in FIGURE 3 that for
a smaller value of Pr{Z∗

i = 1} (i.e. for 0.20, see FIGURE
3a) the number of task requesters receiving the Government
fund among the available task requesters is very less. Once
the Pr{Z∗

i = 1} value is increased from 0.20 to 0.33 (see
FIGURE 3b), the expected number of TRs receiving the GF
gets increased. It is due to the reason that the probability that
any task requester ri receives the fund from the Government
gets increased. The similar nature of the graphs can be seen
for Pr{Z∗

i = 1} = 0.50, Pr{Z∗
i = 1} = 0.75, and

Pr{Z∗
i = 1} = 0.92 and the reason is same as above. So, it can

be inferred that lower the value of Pr{Z∗
i = 1} lower will be

the number of task requesters receiving the Government fund
for their tasks, and higher the value of Pr{Z∗

i = 1} higher will
be the number of task requesters receiving the Government
fund for their tasks. Similar nature of the BULINC can be
seen in Lemma 2 and Observation 1 of Section V. After
getting the positive results of BULINC on the synthetic data,
we performed the simulation on RTPDD. In case of RTPDD,
the number of available TRs is large in number and is shown
in TABLE V. The Pr{Z∗

i = 1} values are kept same as it was
in case of synthetic data. For RTPDD also, with the increase in
Pr{Zi = 1} value, the number of TRs receiving the GF gets
increased. So, similar nature of BULINC can be seen for the
RTPDD and is depicted in FIGURE 4. The simulation results
support the claim made using probabilistic analysis in Section
V.
In case of tier 2, the simulation is carried out by utilizing the
following metrics: (1) truthfulness, (2) budget feasibility, and
(3) running time for two different probability distributions.
These two probability distributions are RD and ND. The
simulation results shown in FIGURES 5 and 6 compares
BULINC with the benchmark mechanisms (GM, Chen et. al
[59], and Jalaly et. al [58]) on the basis of utility of the task
executors. For the simulation purpose, 4 different slots are
considered. It can be seen from FIGURES 5 and 6 that the
overall profit of task executors in case of BULINC is large
than in case of Chen et. al and is larger than in case of Jalaly
et. al and is much higher than in case of GM (in case of GM
the utility of all the winning task executors is 0) for both RD
and ND cases. The reason for the above mentioned nature of
BULINC is that whatever incentive received by the TEs in
BULINC that is larger than the incentive received by TEs in
Chen et. al and is larger than the incentive received by the
TEs in case of Jalaly et. al and is larger than the incentive
received by the TEs in case of GM. Further, in case of GM,
the utility of TEs is 0 because the incentive received by the
task executors is equal as their bid value. However, GM can be
manipulated by strategic TEs. It means that the task executors
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(a) Utility of TEs in slot 1
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(b) Utility of TEs in slot 2
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(c) Utility of TEs in slot 3
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Fig. 5: Comparison of Utility of TEs for RD case in slot 1 to slot 4 (from left to right)
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Fig. 6: Comparison of Utility of TEs for ND case in slot 1 to slot 4 (from left to right)
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(a) Budget utilized by BULINC and benchmark mechanisms in RD
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Fig. 7: Comparison of budget utilized by BULINC and benchmark mechanisms.

will make some profit if they misreport their privately held
true bid value. In order to show the manipulative behavior of
GM, in our simulation, for the subset of TEs the bid value
is increased by 30% from their true value. It can be seen in
FIGURES 5 and 6 that, in case of GM, the utility of tasks
executors are higher when they are not reporting in a truthful
manner (it is depicted as MGM in the graphs) than in case
when they are reporting truthfully. From simulation results, it
can be inferred that GM can be manipulated by the strategic
TEs in the crowdsensing system.

FIGURE 7 tells us about the amount of budget utilized in
each of the slots. It is evident from FIGURE 7 that the overall
budget utilized as an incentive of TEs in case of BULINC
is higher than the overall budget utilized as an incentive of
the TEs in case of Jalaly et. al and is higher than the overall

budget utilized as an incentive of the TEs in case of Chen et.
al. However, the overall budget utilized as the payment of TEs
in case of BULINC is lower than the overall budget utilized
as an incentive of the TEs in case of GM. The reason behind
this is that the incentive given to the TEs in case of BULINC
is higher than the incentives provided to the TEs in case of
Jalaly et. al and Chen et. al. Also, the overall incentives given
to the TEs in case of BULINC and the benchmark mechanisms
is less than or equal to the total allotted quota of budget in
each slot. So, the BULINC and the benchmark mechanisms
are budget feasible.

Talking in terms of our third metric i.e. running time that
is depicted in FIGURE 8 for both RD and ND cases. It is
evident from the graphs shown in FIGURE 8 that the x-axis
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Fig. 8: Comparison of running time of BULINC and benchmark mechanisms

of the graph represents the number of agents and y-axis of
the graph represents the running time in millisecond. Here,
the number of agents means the sum of the number of task
executors and the number of task requesters available in the
crowdsensing market. From simulation results, it is evident
that the running time of BULINC is lower than Chen et. al
and Jalaly et. al but is higher than the GM. The reason behind
GM having lowest running time is that the allocation rule and
payment rule of GM is taking less time for execution. Further,
the reason behind higher running time of Chen et. al and Jalaly
et. al is that the allocation rule and payment rule of these
mechanism takes more time for execution than BULINC and
GM. So, BULINC is scalable.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this article, one crowdsensing scenario is investigated
as a two-tiered framework in strategic setting. As the task
requesters are not having the budget required for completing
the tasks and is to be supplied by the Government, for that
reason the scenario is investigated as a two tiered process. In
the tier 1, it is decided by the city dwellers (or local people)
that which of the available task requesters will be receiving the
budget from the Government? Once such task requesters are
filtered out, in the second tier, firstly the tasks are distributed
to multiple slots in order to ensure that the tasks with different
time frame is lying in the same slot. After that for each slot
the task executors are hired such that the total incentive given
to the TEs is at most the allotted quota of budget for the
respective tasks.

Through analysis it is shown that BULINC is truthful,
budget feasible, and is individually rational. Further, through
probabilistic analysis it is estimated that the number the
number of task requesters receiving the Government fund
is N

λ . The results obtained from the simulation of the first
tier shows an estimate on the number of task requesters that
receives the GF from among the available once for both
SPDD and RTPDD. The results show that if Pr{Zi = 1}
value is high then, the number of task requesters receiving

GF will be high but it that is low then, the number of task
requesters receiving GF will be low. The simulation results
of the second tier shows that BULINC is truthful, budget
feasible, and computationally efficient. Further results shows
that BULINC and the benchmark mechanisms are budget
feasible and scalable.

As a future works, the following possible directions could
be explored:

1) Design an incentive compatible mechanism by extending
the set-up discussed in this article with the constraint that
the participating executors follow general valuation (not
specifically only submodular valuation).

2) Further in the proposed framework, the quality of the
task executors are not taken into consideration and can
be considered in our future work. So, designing a truth-
ful budget feasible mechanism will be challenging that
will also take care of the quality of the task executors.

To reproduce the results obtained in this paper, the code, the
synthetic data, and the real time participatory democracy data
will be made available in the following public repository
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